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To whom may concern 

留学中理预科敏商联盟

Chi 「，a Campus Netwo「k (CCN) 

Statement 

China Campus Netwo「k (CCN). a conso「tium of 28 leading Chinese universities. p「ovides
international students with a one-stop solution befo陀

，
du「ing and afte「 thei「 studies in China 

lnte「national Foundation P「ogramme (I FP) and othe「 top-quality p「og「ammes and se「vices a「e
offe「ed by CCN and its membe「 universities with multiple choices on su同ects 』 pathways and 
locations fo「 academic p「og「ession and ca「ee「 development.

Below a「e the 「0「mal statements to cla「ify some importa门t facts fo「 Russian ma「ket

1. CCN LLC (OOO«C111C111H》） vlHH: 7725339587 is the exclusive representative of CCN in 

Russia. O门ly this company has the autho「ity to p「omote and 「ec「uit students f「om Russia 

fo「 the CCN P「og「ammes.

2. CCN will gua「antee the commitment as stated in the CCN Offer. The official CCN offe「 

template is p「ovided as appendix with mo「e details. 

3. The p「ogramme fee of the CCN I FP stand a「d p「ogramme (Route A, 2019 entry) is RMB 
30,500. The「e a「e no any othe「 P「ices fo「 this P「ogramme fo「 Russian students. 
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CCN OFFER 

 

 

Family Name: 

Given Name: 

Nationality: 

Date of Birth: 

Thank you for applying the CCN International Foundation Programme (IFP ). Your application has 

been successful, and we hereby offer you a place with the details below. 

 
Programme Information 

 
International Foundation Programme (IFP) is designed to prepare international students for successful 

degree study at undergraduate or postgraduate level in Chinese universities. 

Jointly developed by top Chinese universities with decades of experience in offering foundation programmes 

to international students, IFP is delivered by CCN member universities and its authorized partners in 

accordance with the quality assurance system. 

 

IFP is recognised by all CCN member universities. Upon successful completion of IFP, students are offered 

guaranteed entry into one of CCN member universities. 

 

Application No: 

2019-RU-0001 

01/01/2019 



Admissions Information 

 
IFP Information 

 

Stream: UG-Business 

  

Programme: IFP Standard Programme 
 

Start of Semester: September 2019 
  

 

 

 

IFP Fees 

 

Breakdown 
 

Accommodation Fee: CNY 6000 (10 Months) 

  

Insurance: CNY 800 
 

 

Please note that the above fees are not inclusive. You are subject to bearing such costs including but not 

limited to the registration fee, health check fee (CNY 400-1,000), visa application fee (CNY 400-

1,000/year) and deposit fee (CNY 500-1,500). You are required to pay the fees to designated 

departments or organizations upon your arrival in accordance with the policies of respective IFP Centres 

or their governing authorities. You will also be charged such expenses including but not limited to wired or 

wireless Internet connection, beddings, air-conditioning/heating, water and electricity. 

 

The total amount is subject to the statement on the final receipt. In consideration of the fees that may 

occur due to currency exchange and bank transaction, you are suggested to transfer an extra amount of 

CNY 300-500 to avoid possible underpayment that may delay the process of your Admission Notice. 

Route: A 

Book Fee: CNY 1000 

Delivery Centre: CCN IFP Centre, Harbin Institute of Technology 

Accommodation: Double Room 

IFP Full Fee: CNY 30500 (including IFP Tuition and Career Education Fee) 

Total Fee: CNY 38300 



How to pay 
 

Step Amount Deadline Pay to 

First 

Payment 

CNY 10500 Within 2 Weeks 

upon and after the 

offer is issued 

CCN LLC 

ИНН: 7725339587 КПП: 772501001 

ОГРН: 5167746313059 

Расчетный счет: 40702810302360001442 

Название Банка: АО "АЛЬФА‐БАНК" 

Кор.счет: 30101810200000000593 

БИК банка: 044525593 

Second 

Payment 

CNY 21800 Within 2 Weeks 

upon and after the 

Admission Notice 

is issued 

Shanghai Hansheng CCN Co., Ltd. 

Address: RM 401, BLD 7, BIBO RD, PUDONG 

NEW AREA, SHANGHAI, CHINA 

Account: 1001 1761 0900 6893 095 

Bank: INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL BANK 

OF CHINA, SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL BRANCH 

Bank Address：No.9 Pudong Avenue, Pudong 

New Area, Shanghai, China 

SWIFT Address：ICBKCNBJSH 

Third 

Payment 

CNY 6000 Upon arriving at 

the IFP Centre 

IFP Centre 

Total CNY 38300 
  

 
For the first and the second payment to CCN Russia, the amount is calculated based on the rate of 1 CNY : 

10 RUB. 

The first and the second payment will be automatically transferred as part of the IFP Full Fee after your 

enrollment in the IFP Centre. 

By accepting this Offer and by making the payments, you agree with the conditions of study and the 

execution of obligations of CCN LLC (ООО «СиСиН»). 
Please note that failure to fulfill the payment within the specified timeframe may result in withdrawal of this Offer. 

 

 



Refund Policy 

1. In no circumstances will the first payment be refunded. 

 
2. Except for the first and the second payment, the above fees (including but not limited to tuition fee, 

accommodation fee, book fee and insurance fee) are refundable under that condition that: 

 
(1) You haven’t arrived at the IFP Centre. 

 
(2) None of your application materials is fake or purposely misleading. 

 
3. In no circumstances will any of the above fees be refunded once you have arrived at the IFP Centre. 

 
4. Please submit your Refund Application Form to the Local Office in the event you are to apply for a 

refund. The refund procedure will not start until the full completion of student registration at the IFP 

Centre. The refund will be transferred within 15 working days after you have confirmed and signed the 

Refund Confirmation Letter with CCN China under the condition that all the necessary materials are 

submitted. 

 
 

 

Your Obligation 

 

 
You are expected to follow CCN and your IFP Centre’s rules and regulations including but not 

limited to attendance and other disciplinary policies during your IFP study. Failure to abide by the 

regulations may result in various penalties including disqualification from the Programme. 

Please be aware that failure to fulfill IFP conditions and/or to fulfill IFP payment within specified 

timeframe may result in the withdrawal of this Offer. 

 
Once you’ve made the payment, you shall abide by the rules and regulations of CCN and your IFP 

Centre. Please refer to the details in this Offer as well as your IFP Centre’s requirements, which 

will be further explained after you arrive at the Centre. 

 
We hope you will be able to accept our Offer. Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to 

contact the CCN Russian Office. 

 

 

Yours Sincerely, 

CCN CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER-MR ZHOU YONG 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

China Campus Network 

Address: Block 6, No.439, Chunxiao Road 

Pudong New District, Shanghai 201203, China 

Email: admissions@chinacampusnetwork.cn 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear SARVAR (2019-UZ-0001), 
  

Congratulations! With this letter, I am delighted to inform you that you have been awarded a conditional 

offer for the China Opportunity Scholarship (COS) by China Campus Network (CCN). The COS 

represents CCN’s commitment to working hand in hand with you towards your final success academically, 

personally and professionally, empowering you with all the support you need to maximize your China 

experience. 

 
 
 
Your COS Information 

  

Places are reserved for you in the following three universities: 

1. 100% Tuition by Xi’an Shiyou University (all academic years/ the first academic year) 

Minimum Requirement of IFP Results: Average of all Subjects 80%/ Chinese for Academic Studies 80%  

2. 100% Tuition by Xidian University (all academic years/ the first academic year) 

Minimum Requirement of IFP Results: Average of all Subjects 85%/ Chinese for Academic Studies 85%  

3. 100% Tuition by Shandong University (all academic years/ the first academic year) 

Minimum Requirement of IFP Results: Average of all Subjects 90%/ Chinese for Academic Studies 90% 

 

 

You are guaranteed with the scholarship in ONE of THREE universities.  

But please be aware that: 

*COS Guarantee is only valid if you achieve at least the lowest IFP requirement as listed above;  

*COS Guarantee is only applied to one of above three universities, never to any specific one university, 

regardless of how high your IFP results are;  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 DATE: 26th June, 2018 

CCN China Opportunity Scholarship CONDITIONAL OFFER 

mailto:admissions@chinacampusnetwork.cn


 
 

COS Conditions: 

1. You shall complete the recommended International Foundation Programme (IFP);  

2. You shall keep your attendance rate at a minimum of 90% during IFP, and shall not violate any of the 

IFP Centre’s regulations. 

3. You shall only choose from the programmes that are provided by the above universities in the CCN 

University Admission & Scholarship Handbook of the applicable academic year. 

4. In order to continue receiving scholarship from the second year of your degree study, you shall: 

4.1 Participate in and pass your university’s annual scholarship review if the scholarship applies to all 

academic years;  

4.2 Re-apply for the same scholarship or apply for other types of scholarship if the scholarship only 

applies to the first academic year.  

The details including but not limited to review or application methods and criterion are decided and 

provided by your university in accordance with its policies. 

5. You shall agree to act in an ambassadorial capacity. 

  
  
  
COS Conditional Offer Acceptance 
  

To accept the scholarship, you ought to make the relative payments listed in the CCN Offer within 

required timeframe after receiving this offer. CCN Scholarship Committee reserves the right to withdraw 

the scholarship in the event the required payments fail to deliver by the given deadline. CCN reserves the 

right of the final explanation. 

  

  

  

Once again I would like to congratulate you on taking the first step towards maximizing your China 

experience with CCN. 

  
  
  
  
Yours Sincerely,  

            
  
 
 
CCN CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER-MR ZHOU YONG 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

China Campus Network 

Address: Block 6, No.439, Chunxiao Road 

Pudong New District, Shanghai 201203, China 

Email: admissions@chinacampusnetwork.cn 

 
 
 

Attachment 

Offer Conditions 

 

1. Entry Requirement 
 

1.1 For IFP for Undergraduate Study (IFP 

UG), the applicant is required to: 

 
(1) Have completed upper secondary education 

 
(2) Have studied and passed certain compulsory 

subject(s) during upper secondary education: 

For IFP Business Stream, mathematics is 

compulsory 

For IFP Science & Engineering Stream, 

mathematics, physics and chemistry are all 

compulsory 

 
(3) Have achieved the following Chinese level 

where necessary: 

For Route A, all streams: Maximum HSK2 or 

equivalent 

For Route B1, Business and Science & 

Engineering Streams: HSK3 to 4 or equivalent 

For Route B1, Humanities Stream: HSK2 to 4 

or equivalent 

For Route B2, Business and Science & 

Engineering Streams: HSK4 to 6 or equivalent 

For Route B3, all streams: Minimum HSK6 or 

equivalent 

For Route C1, all streams: HSK4 to 6 or equivalent 

For Route C3, all streams: Minimum HSK6 or 

equivalent 

(For HSK1 and 2, the passing score is 120; for 

HSK 3 to 6, the passing score is 180.) 

 
 

1.2 For IFP for Postgraduate Study (IFP PG), 

the applicant is required to: 

 
(1) Have completed higher education 

 
(2) Have studied specific programmes during 

higher education: 

He/she who has studied science or engineer 

ing programmes is eligible for all IFP streams 

He/she who has studied business 

programmes is eligible for IFP Business and 

Humanities streams 

He/she who has studied humanities 

programmes is eligible for IFP Humanities 

Stream 

 
(3) Have achieved the following Chinese level 

where necessary: 

For Route A: Maximum HSK2 or equivalent 

For Route B: HSK3 to 4 or equivalent 

For Route C: HSK4 to 6 or equivalent 

(For HSK1 and 2, the passing score is 120; for 

HSK 3 to 6, the passing score is 180.) 
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2. Application Materials 
 

2.1 For those who haven’t graduated, the 

following documents are required before 

the application of Admission Notice from 

the IFP centres: 

 
(1) International passport 

 
(2) For IFP UG 

Pre-graduate certifications (in Chinese/En-

glish or with Chinese/English translation) of 

upper secondary education, including those of: 

General upper secondary education 

Commonly recognized international 

qualification of upper secondary education, 

e.g. IBDP and A-levels 

Non-general upper secondary education. 

Such qualification must be categorized as 

Level 3 or 4 with access to higher education 

according to ISCED 2011. The recognition 

of this qualification varies among CCN 

member universities. 

Transcripts (in Chinese/English or with 

Chinese/English translation) that can 

represent the applicant's ongoing performance 

on each of the compulsory subjects during 

upper secondary education 

 

For IFP PG 

Pre-graduate certifications (in Chinese/English 

or with Chinese/English translation) of higher 

education, including those of: 

Bachelor's degree 

Higher education at an equivalent level to 

bachelor's degree. Such qualification must 

be categorized as Level 6 or 7 according to 

ISCED 2011. The recognition of this 

qualification varies among CCN member 

universities. 

Transcripts (in Chinese/English or with 

Chinese/English translation) that can represent 

the applicant's ongoing performance during 

higher education 

 
(3) (For Route B or C application) Chinese proficiency 

certifications (in Chinese/English or with 

Chinese/English translation) including those 

that can prove the compulsory subjects of 

secondary education (for IFP UG) or the 

programme of higher education (for IFP PG) 

are delivered in Chinese, or HSK certificates, or 

IFP's Chinese Entry Test Report Forms and 

other equivalent documents. 

 
(4) Parents' Authorization Letter (If needed) 

 
The following documents (in Chinese/English or 

with notarized Chinese/English translation) 

should be acquired and submitted before regis- 

tration at the IFP centres: 

 
(1) Certificate of upper secondary education (for 

IFP UG) or of higher education (for IFP PG) 

 
(2) Transcripts of upper secondary education (for 

IFP UG) or of higher education (for IFP PG). 

The transcripts should be able to represent the 

applicant's overall performance on each of the 

compulsory subjects during upper secondary 

education (for IFP UG) or his/her overall 

performance during higher education (for IFP 

PG). Please confirm with the CCN Local Office 

for the form of transcript that can be accepted. 

 
(3) Letter from the guardian 

 
2.2 For those who have graduated, the 

following documents are required before 

the application of Admission Notice from 

the IFP centres: 

 
(1) International passport 

 
(2) For IFP UG 

Certificates (in Chinese/English or with 

Chinese/English translation) of upper 

secondary education, including those of: 

General upper secondary education 

Commonly recognized international 

qualification of upper secondary education, 

including IB DP and A-levels 

Non-general upper secondary education. 

Such qualification must be categorized as 

Level 3 or 4 with access to higher education 

according to ISCED 2011. The recognition 

of this qualification varies among CCN 

member universities. 



Transcripts (in Chinese/English or with 

Chinese/English translation) that can 

represent the applicant's overall 

performance on each of the compulsory 

subjects during upper secondary 

education. 

 

For IFP PG 

Certificates (in Chinese/English or with 

Chinese/English translation) of higher 

education, including those of: 

Bachelor's degree 

Higher education at an equivalent level to 

bachelor's degree. Such qualification must 

be categorized as Level 6 or 7 according to 

ISCED 2011. The recognition of this 

qualification varies among CCN member 

universities. 

Transcripts (in Chinese/English or with 

Chinese/English translation) that can 

represent the applicant's overall 

performance during higher education 

 
(3) (For Route B or C application) Chinese 

proficiency certifications (in Chinese/English or 

with Chinese/English translation) including 

those that can prove the compulsory subjects of 

secondary education (for IFP UG) or the 

programme of higher education (for IFP PG) 

are delivered in Chinese, or HSK certificates, or 

IFP's Chinese Entry Test Report Forms and 

other equivalent documents. 

 
(4) Parents' Authorization Letter (If needed) 

 
(5) Letter from the guardian 

Please note that you must provide the ORIGINAL 

documents in the following list for verification at 

your IFP Centre on the Registration Day. Failure 

to provide the documents, especially b) & C), on 

the Registration Day may result in the delay of 

registration, disqualification from the Pro- 

gramme or withdrawal of scholarships. 

 
(a) International Passport (valid till and after 

the your IFP study) 

 
(b) Certificate of upper secondary education (for 

IFP UG) or of higher education (for IFP PG) with 

notarized translation in Chinese or English 

 
(c) Transcripts of upper secondary education (for 

IFP UG) or of higher education (for IFP PG) with 

notarized translation in Chinese or English 

 
(d) Additional documents that may be required for 

applicants under 18 years old 

 
(e) HSK certificate, if applicable 

 
(f) Ten passport photos 

 
(g) Letter from the guardian 



Other Important Information 

 

1. Placement and Scholarship 
 

(1) The requirements upon the age of IFP 

students (16 up to 55) may vary between IFP 

centres and are subject to their respective 

policies. 

 

(2)  The recognition of IFP graduates’ educational 

qualification (including but not limited to non-

general upper secondary and no-general 

higher education) may vary between CCN 

member universities and are subject to their 

respective policies. 

 

(3) The requirements upon the application 

materials for university and scholarship may 

vary between CCN member universities are 

subject to their respective policies. 

 
(4) The degree programme available for IFP 

graduates may vary between CCN member 

universities and are subject to their respective 

academic arrangements. 

 
(5) Scholarship opportunities apply to the IFP 

students who have reached certain academic 

standards in IFP and in CCN member 

universities. The standards may vary between 

CCN member universities and are subject to 

their respective policies. For details, please 

refer to the CCN University Admission & 

Scholarship Handbook of the applicable 

academic year. 

 

2. Age Range 

 
(1) The requirements upon the age of IFP students 

(16 up to 55) may vary between IFP centres 

and are subject to their respective policies. 

 
(2) In order to apply for degree programmes, IFP 

graduates must meet the universities’ 

requirements upon the age of degree students. 

Please double check the age requirements 

before submitting your applications. 

 

 

 

3. Accommodation 

 
(1) Accommodation resources in IFP centres may 

be limited and are allocated on a 

first-come-first-served basis. 

 
(2) The accommodation you applied for could be 

considered as confirmed after you receiving 

Admission Notice from Centre. 

 
(3) You are not allowed to change and resubmit 

your choice of accommodation unless you are 

officially informed that the one you’ve applied f 

or is not available. 

 
4. Visa Policy 

 
(1) According to the laws and decrees of the 

Chinese government, you can apply for a 

student Visa (X visa) at the Chinese Embassy 

or the Consulates in your home country. The 

Admission Notice and the JW202 Form (the 

white page) required for applying the X1 visa 

are issued by your IFP Centre. 

 
(2) It is highly suggested that you purchase your 

travel tickets after receiving your visa. 

 
(3) You are requested to register at a designated 

local police station with the support of your IFP 

Centre within 24 hours upon your arrival. 

 
(4) You are requested to complete your health 

check at a designated institution. In the event 

you fail the health check, you will be requested 

to do a recheck. In the event your health 

condition is identified as not suitable for 

studying in China, you will be requested to 

leave for your home country immediately 

 

(5) You are requested to apply for a Residence 

Permit with the Health Check Certificate, the 

Police Registration Form, the Admission Notice 

and the JW202 form (yellow page) within 30 

days upon your arrival. 

 
 
 



 
5. Arrival Services 

 
(1) You will be offered guaranteed arrival services 

if you plan and travel as a member of 

specifically organized groups with designated 

schedule and airports. 

 
(2) Please contact the CCN Local Office for any 

special requirements. You are responsible for 

extra expenses that may occur in the event 

you request arrival services for non-group 

travel. 

 
6. Chinese Language Qualifications 

 
(1) HSK Certificate: 

Please note that an HSK certificate is valid 

for two years. The HSK certificate should to be 

valid till and after the applicant enters IFP 

centres. 

IFP Centres retain the right to cancel the 

offer if any evidence shows that an applicant 

has used a false ID or any false application 

documents. 

 
(2) Chinese Entry Test Report Form 

The IFP’s Chinese Entry Test Certificate 

Report Form is valid for a recommended 

period of one year. The CCN Admissions 

Team will NOT usually accept a Test Report 

Form that is more than one year old, unless 

you can provide evidence that you have 

maintained or tried actively to improve his/her 

Chinese after taking the test.  

In the event you are enrolled in IFP upon 

passing the Entry Test but cannot perform in 

accordance with the test results, you may 

be requested to quit the Programme. 


